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• Recent Jury Verdicts
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New DOL FMLA Fact Sheet &
EEOC ADA Guidance
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DOL FMLA Fact Sheet #280:
Mental Health Conditions and the FMLA
• The fact sheet reinforces the availability of FMLA leave for serious health
conditions that involve mental health.
• The fact sheet notes that leave can be taken for mental health related reasons
as follows:
⎻ EE’s own serious health condition,

⎻ Care for a family member (giving a specific example given for care of a disabled adult
child), and
⎻ Military caregiver.

• Examples include:

⎻ Intermittent leave taken when the EE is unable to work either unexpectedly related to flare ups of a mental
health condition or for scheduled treatment for a mental health condition.
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EEOC Guidance on Caregiver responsibilities
• In March 2022, EEOC updated its website with FAQs about COVID-19
and the ADA to address obligations to caregivers.
• The ADA does not require an ER to grant a “reasonable accommodation” to an
EE to care for family member who has disability.
• However, ER cannot discriminate against those EEs.

⎻ Example: ER cannot decline to assign female EEs with caregiving responsibilities to
high profile projects or roles that require travel
⎻ Example: ER cannot deny male EEs the ability to telework to help carry out pandemicrelated caregiving responsibilities if they grant similar accommodations to female EEs

• In CA, there is one case that suggests that there may be a duty to accommodate
an EE who is associated with an individual with a disability.
⎻ But, 2022 case where appellate level CA court disagreed (See Jury Trials!).
⎻ Still, ER cannot treat those associated with someone with a disability differently.
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Unpaid state leave
developments & changes
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Leave laws managed by Sun Life by
state including federal and state laws

Three federal leaves:
• FMLA
• USERRA
• ADA (leave as an accommodation)

Many state (or local) leave laws:
• State FMLA Leave
• Pregnancy Disability Leave (PDL) and
pregnancy accommodation leaves
• Military/National Guard Leave
• Family military leave

DC

 <5 leaves
 5-8 leaves
 9+ leaves

•
•
•
•
•
•

Domestic violence leave
Bone marrow or organ donation leave
Civic volunteer leave
School visitation leave
Crime victim/court witness leave
Child bereavement leave

Sun Life may or may not manage
• Paid family or family & medical leave laws
• Statutory disability laws

PUERTO RICO
GUAM
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Alabama Parental Leave
Effective July 1, 2022
• Leave Requirement: 12 weeks of unpaid family leave for bonding with
EE’s newborn or newly adopted child within a year of the birth or adoption.
⎻ Uses FMLA definition of eligible EE and ER
• Parity Requirement: Requests for additional leave due to adoption of ill or
disabled child must be considered on same basis as comparable requests for
additional leave accompanying birth of EE’s child.
• Paid Leave Requirement: ERs who provide paid leave to EE for birth and care of
newborn child must offer the lesser of: (1) equivalent benefits or (2) two weeks paid
leave to adoptive parents.
• Intermittent leave: Only available upon agreement of EE and ER.
• Shared time: In relation to paid leave for adoptive parents, ER is only required to provide
paid leave to one of two eligible EEs who are adopting a child together.
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CT Family and Medical Leave regulations
proposed 3/22/22 by DOL
• When finalized, these amendments adopt changes made
to the CT FMLA law effective 1/1/22, including but not
limited to the following:
⎻ Leave duration reduced to 12 weeks during any 12-month period (previously 16 within a 24month period)
⎻ Applies to ERs with 1+ EE (previously applied to those with 75+)

⎻ Eligibility only require 3 consecutive months tenure (previously required 12 months tenure
and 1000 hours)
⎻ Expands covered family members

⎻ ER can force PTO to run concurrently provided they let the EE retain up to 2 weeks of PTO
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Illinois Child Bereavement
Leave Expanded

Vermont Crime Victim Leave
clarifications

• Family members now include;
• Effective 5/24/22, VT House Bill 477
spouses, DPs, siblings, parents, parent-in
clarifies aspects of the state’s victims of
-laws, grandchildren, and grandparents.
crime leave law including defining alleged
victim and providing a definition of
• Covered ERs must provide eligible EEs
covered family members.
w/ 2 weeks (10 workdays) of unpaid
bereavement leave for various purposes
related to the death and following
miscarriage, stillbirth & various fertility
procedures.
• Law signed by the Governor 6/9/22.

• VT law provides job protected leave for
specific reasons related to the EE or EE’s
family members status as a victim or
alleged victim, of crime, stalking or abuse.

• Effective January 1, 2023.
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Amendments to existing Paid
Family & Medical Leaves
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Paid Family and Medical Leave National Landscape
What’s Paid Family
and Medical Leave?
These are the new
paid benefits
rolling out state
by state that allow
employees to take
time off to care for
their families or
themselves. The laws
are based on where
people work
(not your situs state).
Are you ready?
Visit us at
sunlife.com/pfml.
*Participation in NH PFL will be optional.
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Connecticut PFML Notice Requirement
& Benefit Increase
• Starting 7/1/22, ERs must provide written notice to EEs upon hire
and annually thereafter of CT leave rights (paid and unpaid).

⎻ Notice must describe: job-protection; opportunity to apply for incomereplacement benefits; retaliation protections; and EE's right to file complaint
with CT DOL.
⎻ CT DOL developed a notice (linked above) which employers can use to meet
their obligations.

• The max benefit is increasing from $780 to $840 per week
effective 7/1/22 when the minimum wage increases.
⎻ The base weekly earnings are defined as of date benefits begin.
⎻ Therefore, this benefit increase will not apply to “in-flight” claims.
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DC PFL
• Due to surplus in Universal Paid Leave Fund, the maximum number of
weeks available under DC PFL is increasing and the contributions to fund
the program are decreasing.
⎻ Up to a combined 12 weeks of leave will be available for medical leave (formerly capped at 8
weeks), parental leave (currently capped at 6 weeks), and family leave (currently capped at 6
weeks). Two weeks of pre-natal leave will also remain available.
⎻ There will be a drastic reduction in the DC PFL contribution rate from 0.62% to 0.26%.

⎻ Mayor Muriel Bowser has proposed a delay to the effective date for handling of these durational
changes from July 1, 2022 to October 1, 2022 but there will be the opportunity for claims to be
adjusted retro-actively to receive longer durations. The payroll tax reduction will not be delayed.
⎻ The Mayor’s budget, which contains the proposed delay, will be voted on by the District’s
Council and the decision on the effective date of these changes has not been made as of this
writing.
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Colorado
• In 2020, Colorado voters passed statewide PFML insurance program with
benefits effective January 1, 2024 and payroll contributions beginning
January 1, 2023.
• Chronos Builder, LLC sued CO DOL arguing that CO’s PFML law violates
CO Taxpayer Bill of Rights (TABOR) because the payroll deductions used
to fund the program are applied unevenly.
• The district court previously ruled that the CO PFML law did not
constitute a change in the income tax laws, so TABOR did not apply.
• The CO Supreme Court is reviewing and hearings occurred May 3, 2022
(no decision yet).
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New Hampshire PFL program developments
• NH PFL mandates paid family leave benefits for state EEs and
includes a voluntary opt-in program for other ERs and individuals.
• Benefits will be payable for state EEs starting January 1, 2023 for all
leave reasons covered by the federal FMLA except for leave due to
the EE’s own serious health condition.
• NH issued an RFP for a provider to administer the state program. Two
companies responded by the May 9, 2022 deadline with bids.
• Next steps: NH evaluates bids and selects the party who will run the
state plan.
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Oregon PFML
• Statutory amendments:

⎻ The Benefit Year is now 52 consecutive week period beginning on Sunday prior to the start of
leave.
⎻ If the use of 52-week period results in overlap of any quarter of the Base year of a previous
claim, the Benefit year is a period of 53 consecutive weeks beginning on the Sunday prior to
the start of leave.
• “Base year” is defined as the first four of the last five completed calendar quarters
preceding the Benefit year.

•
•
•
•

OR PFML rule-making in process – all rules to be finalized by end of September 2022.
Carriers to file insured OR PFML policy language in 4th quarter.
Payments to fund the state plan will begin January 1, 2023.
The rate will be 1% of wages up to $132,900 per EE, with EEs being responsible for
0.6% and ERs responsible for paying the remaining 0.4%.
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New Virginia law enables sale of PFL insurance
• New Virginia law establishes paid family leave (PFL) insurance as a class of
group insurance.
⎻ Insurers may seek approval for product filings that offer PFL insurance for:
•
•
•

Benefits following birth, adoption, or foster care placement of child with EE;

Care for EE’s family member with a serious health condition; or
For circumstances arising out of fact that EE’s family member is a service member on
active duty or who has been notified of an impending call or order to active duty.

• Coverage could be written directly or as a rider on a group disability policy.
• Next Steps: Insurers may seek approval for filed PFL products in Virginia and
market approved products.
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Washington PFML: several changes
in the past year
• New covered family member added (effective 7/25/21) includes
any individual who depends on EE for care and either:
1. Resides in the EE’s home; or
2. Is in a relationship with the EE that creates an expectation that the EE care
for the person.
• Backdating of claims (effective 9/30/21)

Applicant may backdate a claim for good cause (factors beyond applicant’s control
that reasonably prevented them from applying timely)



• Additional changes discussed on the next slides:




Revised requirements for postnatal leave (effective 6/9/22)
Bereavement added as a leave reason (effective 6/9/22)
Amended waiting period (effective 6/9/22)
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Washington PFML: postnatal definition (Effective
6/9/22)
• Postnatal Period is new and is defined as the first 6 weeks after birth.
• For EEs who are eligible for leave for incapacity due to pregnancy or postnatal
care, any leave that EE is taking during the Postnatal Period will be presumed to
be paid medical leave, unless EE chooses to use paid family leave during that
postnatal period.
• No certification of a serious health condition is required for paid leave benefits
used for the Postnatal Period by EE eligible for benefits due to incapacity due to
pregnancy, childbirth, or for pre-natal care.
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Washington PFML adds leave reason:
Bereavement (Effective 6/9/22)
• Amendment requires leave for up to 7 calendar days following the death for a
family member for whom the EE:
⎻ would have qualified for medical leave on the basis of the birth of their child or
⎻ would have qualified for family leave for the purpose of bonding with a child following
the child’s birth or placement.

• Bereavement leave will be available to EEs actively bonding with their child and
those whose child passes within one year of their birth or placement.
• We anticipate rulemaking on this issue.
• The WA ESD has indicated through communications with carriers that
bereavement will be available following stillbirth and miscarriage.
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Other Washington PFML Changes (Effective 6/9/22)
• Waiting Period:

⎻ The waiting period will no longer reduce the max duration of EE’s available PFML
leave. EEs will receive up to a maximum of 16 or 18 weeks of paid leave.
⎻ New category of leave reasons to which the waiting period does not apply:
•
•
•

Medical Leave taken upon the birth of a child
Leave that started prior to a birth (ex. bedrest) will still have a waiting period
(The waiting period was already waived for (1) bonding and (2) qualifying military exigency)

• No re-filing of Voluntary Plans: Voluntary Plans do not have to be re-filed as a
result of all these amendments.
• Appropriate changes should be made to the plans.
• Plans may be audited later to verify compliance.
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New State Paid Family &
Medical Leave laws
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Maryland Paid Family & Medical Leave at a glance
Paid Leave Reasons
Family and Medical
• Family leave covers bonding with new child, care for family
member with serious health condition, qualifying military
exigency, or to care for a service member who is the EE’s next
of kin
• Medical leave covers employee’s own serious health condition

Annual benefit
year allotment

MD PFML is
job protected.

Combined
allotment of
12 weeks

Additional time available if EE receives or becomes eligible to leave +12 weeks
for bonding or due to their own serious health condition
Maximum benefit payment for 2025 is $1,000. Minimum benefit is $50.
Calculation: 90% of the EE’s weekly earnings, up to 65% of the state average weekly wage;
plus 50% of earnings above 65% of the state average weekly wage. Benefits begin 1/1/25.

EE’s weekly earnings are
the total wages received
by EE over the most
recent 680 hours for
which the EE was paid,
divided by the number of
weeks worked.
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Delaware Paid Family & Medical Leave at a glance
ERs with 10-24 EEs in DE
Job Protected Paid Leave Reasons

Benefit
per year

Parental Leave due to the birth,
adoption, or foster care placement
of a child

12 weeks

• Family member definition and eligibility is
same as FMLA (except no 50/75 rule).
• Leave & Benefits begin 1/1/2026.
Maximum benefit payment is $900. Minimum
benefit is $100. The weekly benefit is 80% of
the EE’s average weekly wages rounded up to
the nearest dollar during the 12 months prior
to the application for leave. Benefits begin
1/1/2026.

ERs with 25+ EEs in DE
Job Protected Paid Leave Reasons

Benefit

Medical (EE own serious health condition)

6 weeks

Family Caregiving & Military Exigency (care for
family member with serious health condition or
qualifying military exigency)

6 weeks

Maximum Combined Family/Medical

6 weeks in any
24-month
period

Parental Leave due to the birth, adoption, or foster
care placement of a child

12 weeks per
year

Maximum leave per year (all reasons combined)

12 weeks

Leave to care for family member or qualifying military exigency can
only be taken once in any 24 mo. period
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Considerations for Employers
for Paid Parental Leave
Programs
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Company, employer-provided leave
• More and more ERs have their own company-sponsored
paid/unpaid leaves
⎻ Parental or Bonding leaves
⎻ Caregiver leaves
⎻ Additional medical leave (beyond the FMLA)
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Guidance on designing your Paid Leave
Program
1. What type of leave reasons will be covered?
 Parental?
 Caregiver?
 Domestic Violence/sexual assault/sexual abuse/stalking
 Organ/Bone Marrow Donation
 COVID-19? (care for remote learners)
2. How much will your paid benefit be?
 100% salary
 Partial income
 Variable based on income
3. How long should your paid leave be?
4. If you provide caregiver leave, which family members will be covered?
5. Who will be eligible?
6. Will you offer job protection?
7. Will you permit intermittent leave/reduce schedule leave?
8. How will you administer, track, and coordinate with other benefits and
leave requirements?
 In-house?
 With Outsourcer?
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Employer-sponsored Paid Parental
Leave Policies in the News
• Chase Bank paid $5,000,000 to dad
who was not given as much bonding
leave as moms.
• Estee Lauder paid $1,000,000 to dad
who was not given as much bonding
leave as moms
• Jones Day has been sued for gender
discrimination for not providing as
much bonding leave to dads as moms
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QuickGuide with tips to
help you design a
discrimination-free
parental leave policy
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Key factors to avoid Gender Discrimination
• “Maternity leave” is an outdated concept.

⎻ Originally included concept of both (1) period of time to recover from childbirth and (2)
bonding time.
• FMLA and other laws separate benefits:
⎻ Medical leave/STD: 6-8 weeks for birth mothers to recover from childbirth
⎻ Family leave: Paid leave for all parents (moms and dads, and adoptive and foster parents) to
bond with a new child.
• EEOC has indicated that it can be gender discrimination to offer more bonding leave to
women than to men.
⎻ Primary caregiver policies – also outdated.
• In today’s families, both parents often work and share caregiving and there is no “primary
caregiver.”
• Best practice is to have the bonding leave run after the medical leave for recovery from
childbirth.
⎻ Has the effect of giving birth mothers more leave.

Case Law Learnings
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Many jury trials reported in 2022
• Sun Life will be presenting on these Jury trials in detail
at the DMEC Annual Meeting on 8/3/22 in Denver, CO:
“Recent ADA & FMLA Trials: Employer Wins and Losses”
• Going to give you a “teaser” for that program.
• Cases include both Jury Trials and “Bench” Trials.
• We cover 17 trials.
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Lessons Learned from Recent Trials
• Types of damages:

⎻ Back wages: Pay lost through date of trial
⎻ Front pay: Pay from date of trial in the future
⎻ Emotional Distress: Damages to compensate EE for emotional
distress caused by discrimination
⎻ Punitive damages: Can be FMLA liquidated Damages (2x damage
award) or ADA punitive damages

• What about attorney’s fees?

⎻ If ER loses, they must pay the EE’s attorney’s fees.
⎻ ER also has to pay their own attorney’s fees – win or lose.
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Damages Details and Take-aways
Damages

EE
Attorney’s
fees (if
known)

$ 6,500

State

Take-aways

$220,000

AL

$13,000

$90,000

IN

$15,000

$258,000

PA

$25,000

$ 77,000

TX

$105,000

$ 84,000

OH

$108,000

$129,000

OH

$130,000

$103,000

NE

$150,000

$130,000

AL

$250,000

????

AR

• Average Damage Award:
 $376,000
• Average EE Attorney’s fee award
(of known awards/requests):
 $212,000
• No knowledge of ER’s attorney’s
fees.
 Probably at least equal to EE’s
attorney’s fees.
• Vast majority are disability
discrimination verdicts

Damages

EE
Attorney’s
fees (if
known)

State

$ 299,000

$237,000

TN

$ 450,000

$100,000

KY

$ 480,000

???

KS

$ 530,000

$190,000

PA

$ 664,000

$390,000

ID

$ 865,000

$350,000

ME

$1,023,000

$432,000

NE

$1,290,000

$390,000

CA
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Jury Verdicts: D. Maine (Auto Parts store)
Issue

Damages

• EE was terminated after he sought accommodations for mental health issues,
including Tourette’s syndrome and depression.
• EE sought to limit his scheduled hours to 45 hours per week and to only work
unscheduled hours “on occasion” rather than the nearly 100 hours per week he
had been working due to a staffing shortage.
• Trial #1 – July 2018- jury found in ER’s favor.
• 1st Circuit reversed in August 2020 on ground that judge incorrectly told jurors
that they could not rule in EE’s favor unless he proved he was unable to perform
his role without an accommodation.
• 1st Circuit said that if disability creates difficulties performing job that is
enough to trigger duty to accommodate (contrast prior case!)
• EE’s accommodation request was to have “scheduled hours” of 45 hours per
work but be available to work unscheduled hours “on occasion”.
• EE argued that ER did not engage in interactive process.

Back Pay $42,000
Emotional Distress $75,000
Punitive Damages $750,000**
EE’s Attorney’s Fees ˃ $350,000
(pre-trial)
• Total = $1,217,000 (depends on
•
•
•
•

attorney’s fees award)

**There were statutory caps on
punitive damages ($300K ADA)
($500K MHRA) but court said ER
waived right to assert by not raising
sooner.
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Jury Verdicts: E.D. Arkansas (Railroad)
Facts

Damages

• EE was train conductor who had served as army flight medic and had been
deployed overseas for combat missions. EE was diagnosed with PTSD and mild.
traumatic brain injury. Symptoms included anxiety, flashbacks and panic attacks.
• EE requested permission to bring his medically recommended service dog to travel
aboard his train with him to mitigate effects of PSTD and TBI.
• ER refused to accommodate on ground that having a dog in cab of moving
locomotive would violate safety rules maintained by both the railway and the
Federal Railroad Administration.
• ER offered to provide EE with a position that would allow him to spend evenings
with his service dog.
• ER argued EE voluntarily left role.
• In motion for judgment as matter of law after trial, ER argued that since EE could
perform his job (though with more pain/mental distress) he was not entitled to
accommodation. Motion granted!
• EE does not have a right to work without mental or psychological pain.
• ER does not have to create stress free environment.

• Damages $250,000
• EE’s Attorney Fees - ?
• Court granted ER judgment and set
aside verdict
• Case is on appeal to 8th Circuit
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Jury Verdicts: Kentucky State Court/Medical Laboratory
Facts

Damages

• EE worked for medical laboratory for 10 months.
• EE asked office manager not to throw him a birthday party because he
had anxiety disorder.
• EE had panic attack when he learned that there was a planned
lunchtime celebration that was to include birthday wishes from
colleagues and a banner decorating the break room.
• EE spent lunch in his car by himself.
• The next day he had a panic attack when 2 supervisors confronted him
about his “somber behavior.”
• ER argued EE was “violent” in the meeting and had scared the
supervisors who sent him home for the day, took his key fob and told
security personnel he was not allowed to return.
• When EE got home he sent an email apologizing for the panic attack.
• Before the incident EE had outstanding monthly reviews.
• EE was fired 3 days later by email on the ground he posed a direct threat
to workers’ safety.

•
•
•
•
•

Back Pay $150,000
Emotional Distress $300,000
EE attorney’s fees $100,000
ER’s Attorney Fees unknown
Total = $550,000 (plus ER’s attorney
fee’s)
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Jury Verdicts: CA State Court (Military Systems manufacturer)
Facts

Damages

• EE worked from 1986 to 2016 and was lead assembler in component assembly department.
• On 12/4/2015, EE learned that his mother who lives in Guatemala suffered a stroke.
• EE obtained his manager’s permission to leave early because he was upset about his mother. EE’s sister
purchased nonrefundable round-trip tickets from LA on 12/7/2015 and returning 1/8/2016.
• EE confirmed dates with manager and EE and manager agreed EE would return on 1/11/2016.
• EE did not appear back at Hydraulics until 1/19/2016.
• Conflicting evidence about when ER actually made the decision to terminate employment.
• EE said he called manager as a courtesy on 1/9/2016 to let manager know he was back in country (he was
due back 1/11/2016). Manager told him he was terminated.
• On 1/13/2016, EE texted manager and said that he could not return until Monday 1/18/2016.
• ER said that they decided to terminate him on 1/13/2016 based on failure to report to work for 3
consecutive days.
• Problem for ER: Termination documents identify 1/7/2016 as the date of termination
• Jury found in EE’s favor on CFRA – that EE was terminated while on leave and because of leave.
• FEHA claim: Jury found in EE’s favor on disability discrimination that he was not accommodated to care
for his ailing mother.
• Court says reasonable accommodation not required for family member (Disputed issue in CA). But EE had
the right to show he was treated in a discriminatory manner because of his association with disabled
person.
• Court said no need for new trial and affirmed damages and attorney’s fees.

• Back Pay $184,291
• Future lost pay &
expenses $307,772,
• Past and Future noneconomic damages
$800,000,
• EE Attorney’s Fees
$625,000
• Total = $1,917,000
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Jury Verdicts: D. Nebraska (Railroad Co.)
Issue

Damages

• EE a foreman general in car department who underwent surgery to repair
bleeding ulcer and while at hospital had cardiac arrest and had to be resuscitated.
Also diagnosed with kidney failure and chronic kidney disease.
• As foreman general, EE had to be able to perform conductor duties.
• Released back to work after 2 months and ER required Fitness for Duty (FFD).
• EE failed an exercise stress test and his doctor said he failed due to “fatigue, but
not due to heart issues”.
• EE submitted FFD with no restrictions but Railroad disputed based on notes in
records.
• Railroad doctor concluded EE was at risk for precipitous cardiovascular event.
• Court denied summary judgment on ground there were disagreements among
the doctors about his condition and also because there were disputes about
essential functions of his role as foreman.
• Court also said railroad had not met legal burden of “direct threat to safety”
defense because it had not shown that an “individualized assessment” was done.

•
•
•
•
•

Back Pay $375,231
Future Wages $549,527
Emotional Distress $98,465
EE’s Attorney’s Fees $432,143
Total = $1,455,567 (depends on
attorney’s fees award)
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Jury Verdicts: M.D. TN (automotive parts manufacturer)
Issue

Damages

• In May 2016, EE took FMLA leave due to chronic lower back pain and chronic knee pain and in
August 2016, while still on leave, broke his left foot.
• EE was not released by foot doctor to return work until February 2017, when HCP released EE
to light duty, sitting 5% of the time.
• ER had policy of only providing light duty to pregnant EEs and EEs with work-related injuries or
illnesses.
• ER denied EE’s request for light duty because of policy and did not look for open light duty
roles.
• EE remained on leave and on 5/11/2017 told ER that he expected to be released to work at
next doctor’s appointment on 6/13/17.
• On 6/6/2017 EE had emergency appendectomy.
• ER refused to approve request for medical leave because, as of 5/23/17, EE had exceeded
maximum 12 months of leave under ER medical leave of absence policy and because it was his
3rd request for leave in 12 month period (policy only permitted 2 leaves).
• ER terminated EE.
• ER argued that leave they already gave him was reasonable accommodation.
• Court denied summary judgment, reasoning that there was evidence ER did not participate in
interactive process.

• Back Pay $176,628
• Future Wages $50,000
• Emotional Distress
$35,000
• Punitive Damages
$37,5000
• EE’s Attorney’s Fees
$237,400
• Total = $536,528
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